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CHAPTER 11 Conclusion

In the introduction of this thesis, we sketched how over the past few decades, the use of com-
puters has become increasingly important to society. Consequently, the profession of con-
structing the software to run on these computers is also becoming more important. However,
our ability to develop software needs to keep pace with the rapid pace hardware capacity is
increasing and the increasing demand for software.

Software Engineering has rapidly evolved from what appeared to be a good idea in the late
nineteen sixties [Naur & Randell 1969], to a worldwide industry employing millions of pro-
grammers, software architects and designers. Each year, these software engineers produce
more software and this software represents an enormous economical value. Therefore, it is not
surprising that increasingly the focus of software engineering research is shifting from produc-
ing functional software fast to improving and controlling quality attributes such as, for exam-
ple, maintainability, reusability, flexibility and security.

Software projects can be so large nowadays that they may often take a long time to complete
and represent a significant investment of both time and money for the companies that create
them. Development on such systems does not stop after they have been delivered and in fact,
case studies such as [NASA SEL 1992] suggest that the largest part of software development
is spent on maintenance. Throughout the life cycle of a software system, changes need to be
made to incorporate new requirements, to address technical problems and to correct software
faults. The ability to easily make necessary changes to software is essential to do so and thus
is important to maximize the economical value of a software system.

This thesis presents a number of papers that identify concrete issues and proposes solutions
for addressing these issues. In parts I - III we have presented contributions on how to make
Object Oriented frameworks more flexible and reusable; how to select suitable variability tech-
niques for enhancing the flexibility of software and how to make a software system more
resistant to eroding changes. 

In the remainder of this concluding chapter, we will discuss how this address the research
questions formulated in the introduction. In addition, we list a number of remaining issues that
still need to be addressed.
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1 Research Questions
In this section, we answer the research questions formulated in the introduction. Before
addressing the main research question (at the end of this section), we will first discuss RQ 1 -
RQ 3. For each of these research questions, we will first answer the sub research questions
before answering the question itself.

RQ 1 How can we prepare an object oriented framework for future changes and
make it as reusable as possible?

RQ 1.1 What exactly is an OO framework?

In order to answer RQ 1, the terminology needs to be defined. In Chapter
4, OO frameworks are defined and terminology is introduced. The defini-
tions are placed in a context of existing work, our experience with indus-
trial OO frameworks and the experience with the framework presented in
Chapter 3. 

An OO framework is a partial design and implementation for applications
in a given domain. A framework consists of abstract classes and inter-
faces, which together represent what is called a whitebox framework. A
whitebox framework is typically used by extending abstract classes or
implementing interfaces. A whitebox framework may be complemented
by object oriented components and implementation classes. Frameworks
that provide readily reusable components are referred to as blackbox
frameworks.

RQ 1.2 How can reusability of OO framework classes be improved?

A technique for improving reusability that is proposed in this thesis is role
oriented programming. In both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 it is argued that
this technique makes individual classes more reusable. The idea of role
oriented programming centers on the notion that a particular class may
be used in different ways by other classes. Under normal circumstances,
i.e. without roles, such classes refer to objects of the used class using the
class as a type (i.e. all properties and methods of the class). However,
most uses of a particular object do not require the full type and only con-
cern a handful of properties and methods. Instead, only a subset of meth-
ods and properties related to the particular functionality in use is
required. 

By splitting class types into multiple roles each grouping related methods
and properties into interfaces, this problem can be addressed. As argued
in Chapter 5, the use of such role interfaces improves the cohesiveness
and reduces coupling thus making implementation classes easier to
reuse.

RQ 1.3 What are good practices for creating OO frameworks?
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As argued under RQ1.2, the use of role interfaces improves reusabibility.
When creating object oriented frameworks, this technique and other tech-
niques may be used to improve reusability and flexibility of a framework.
In order to address this research question, we have collected a number of
guidelines and recommendations in Chapter 4. Role oriented program-
ming is the centerpiece of these guidelines. However, other guidelines are
related to the use of inheritance versus delegation, the use of events to
reduce coupling. The patterns are described using a pattern based
[Gamma et al. 1995] approach. For each guideline, the problem it
addresses, the solution it provides, advantages and disadvantages and an
example are presented. In addition to the guidelines, recommendations
are presented which make a strong case for using so-called standard
solutions, configuration management tools and automated API documen-
tation.

RQ 1.4 How can we assess in an early stage whether a framework is
designed well enough for its quality requirements?

Assessing whether a particular design for an object-oriented framework is
good enough is a difficult problem, especially if the framework is not yet
implemented this is particularly hard. Yet, it is important to get the design
right before anything is implemented since design changes can have a
large impact on any implementation. In Chapter 6, we identify the need
for assessment methods and tools and argue that a quantitative approach
is not appropriate in early stages due to the typical lack of measurable
and quantifiable assets in this stage of development. 

A further contribution is made in the form of a prototype tool for manipu-
lating qualitative data using an AI tool that evaluates a probabilistic net-
work of variables. The prototype itself is too limited to be used in practice,
however it does demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. The chapter
also presents the results of applying the prototype to two cases. The
guidelines and recommendations in Chapter 4 and the arguments for the
use of roles in Chapter 5 together were used as a basis for this prototype
since they represent what we understand to be the foundation of good
design. However, the approach can easily be extended to incorporate new
insights and probably needs to be fine-tuned for the domain in which it is
applied.

Using the answers of RQ 1.1 - RQ 1.4, an answer can be formulated to RQ 1. By
applying the guidelines listed in Chapter 4 and by adopting role oriented pro-
gramming, the reusability and flexibility of OO frameworks is improved. A flexi-
ble framework can be changed relatively easy, so requirement changes have
less impact. Finally, by doing qualitative assessments, using solutions such as
our SAABNet prototype, quality attributes such as flexibility and reusability can
be analyzed. If any problems are revealed in this analysis, design changes may
be performed that further enhance flexibility and reusability.

A limitation of both our guidelines and the SAABNet prototype is the lack of
empirical validation. However, our guidelines are based on extensive study of
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both the research field of object oriented frameworks as well as internal case-
studies. Consequently we are confident that these guidelines will help develop-
ers improve the quality of object oriented frameworks. As argued in Chapter 6,
the case study presented there is not sufficient validation of our approach.
However the results from this case study do give us a certain level of confi-
dence in the approach. Unfortunately, we have so far not been able to conduct
the necessary case studies to further validate the approach.

RQ 2 Given expected (future) variations in a software system, how can we plan
and incorporate the necessary techniques for facilitating these variations

RQ 2.1 What is variability and what kind of terminology can we use to
describe variability?

Key to answering RQ 2, is understanding the concept of variability. In
Chapter 7, the notion of variability and variation mechanisms (of which
inheritance is an example) is discussed. By incorporating so-called varia-
tion points in their systems, developers make it possible to create differ-
ent versions of the software by binding different variants to the variation
points. Variation points can be identified in any model or representation
used throughout the development process. Our framework of terminology
for describing variation is based on this notion. We describe variation
points in terms of in which representation during which phase the varia-
tion point is introduced (i.e. the introduction time), during which develop-
ment phases new variants can be introduced for a variation point (when
variants can be added the variation point is open) and at what moment
the variants are bound to the variation point (binding time).

RQ 2.2 How can variation points be identified?

In order to be able to plan variation, the spots in the software system
where variation is needed, i.e. the variation points, need to be identified.
As pointed out in the answer to RQ 1.4, it becomes increasingly harder to
make radical changes to a software system as the development
progresses because of the impact of such changes on derived systems.
This is also true for variation techniques that are applied to make a sys-
tem flexible. Decisions as to what variation techniques to apply to incor-
porate variability into a system therefore need to be made in early stages
of the development. Typically the only information that is available in that
stage of development consists of requirement specifications. By organiz-
ing requirements into feature diagrams, variation points can be identified. 

Chapter 7 discusses such a feature diagram notation. The notation, which
elaborates on the work of [Jacobson et al. 1997] and [Griss et al. 1998],
makes a distinction between internal and external features (i.e. used by
but not part of the system). In addition, the notation supports optional
features and variant features. For each of the optional/variant features, a
variability realization technique needs to be selected to provide the varia-
bility.
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RQ 2.3 What kinds of variability techniques are there and can they be
organized in a taxonomy?

Using the characteristics identified in our framework of terminology (see
RQ 2.1), we have constructed a classification scheme that organizes vari-
ation realization techniques according to binding time (i.e. in what devel-
opment phase are variants selected and bound to a variation point) and
software entity (e.g. lines of code, class, component, package, etc.).
Chapter 8 presents a taxonomy of 13 techniques using this scheme. We
believe these 13 techniques cover most common implementation tech-
niques used today such as for example the techniques used in OO frame-
works (see RQ 1).

For each of the techniques a description in a pattern like fashion [Gamma
et al. 1995] is presented. The technique descriptions include a discussion
of intent, motivation, technical solution, consequences and examples
(based on various case-studies). In addition, an overview is given of how
the technique behaves with respect to the other characteristics identified
in our framework of terminology (e.g. when are variants introduced, what
is the binding time for variants, etc.)

RQ 2.4 How can an appropriate variability technique be selected given a
taxonomy such as in RQ 2.3?

Using the processes described in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, variation
points can be identified by creating feature diagrams. Using the terminol-
ogy discussed in Chapter 7, they can be further described. Using this
description, suitable techniques that match the properties of the variation
point can be selected from the taxonomy. Thus, variation can be planned
based on the requirements.

Preparing for expected future changes in a system involves identifying and
describing variation points based on the requirement specifications. Based on
these descriptions, suitable techniques that provide the flexibility, needed for
adapting the system in the future, can be selected from our variation realiza-
tion technique taxonomy.

This thesis does not present results of on going research in our research group
to elaborate on and validate the approach outlined in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
However, preliminary results of this research further strengthens our confi-
dence in the validity of our approach. 

RQ 3 Can design erosion be avoided or delayed?

RQ 3.1 What is design erosion and why does it occur?

Design erosion is a phenomenon that affects many software projects. Due
to the accumulation of less than optimal changes, the software becomes
increasingly harder to maintain; the design becomes less intelligible and
quality attributes such as reliability and flexibility deteriorate. An observa-
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� Based on our experiences with the framework in Chapter 3, experience with other frame-
works and literature on OO frameworks, we have constructed a set of guidelines and rec-
ommendations for improving the flexibility and reusability of frameworks.

� Role oriented programming, which is advocated in our guidelines, improves coupling and
cohesiveness metrics. Argumentation in the form of a discussion of popular OO metrics for
this is provided in Chapter 5.

� Assessment techniques need to be applied throughout the development to assure that a
system will meet its quality requirements. However, early in the development process,
applying quantitative assessment techniques is hard. Yet, it is in this phase that important
decisions are made. Chapter 6 recognizes this and presents an automated, qualitative
approach based on AI techniques. SAABNet, our prototype, is not suitable for production
use but does illustrate the feasibility of our approach.

2.2 Part II - Variability

� Until recently, the notion of variability was poorly understood. Chapter 7 introduces this
topic and defines a framework of terminology. While the notion of a variation point appears
in other literature, linking it to the set of properties and characteristics we present has not
been done before.

� Using our terminology, we have organized a number of commonly used variability tech-
niques into a taxonomy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at providing
such a taxonomy.

� Building on the notion that features can be used to describe commonalities and variability
in software systems [Griss 2000], we have described a process for identifying, describing
and planning variation points using feature diagrams.

2.3 Part III - Design Erosion

� Design erosion cannot be prevented. Our case study in Chapter 9 makes a strong argument
for the inevitability of design erosion. Design erosion is inevitable because ultimately (i.e. if
a software system is maintained long enough) requirements will need to be incorporated
that were never foreseen and that conflict with earlier design decisions. Our experience
with industrial cases, which is the topic of ongoing work in our research group, only con-
firms this view. 

� Design erosion can be delayed. Although it is inevitable eventually, a lot can be done to
delay design erosion. Variability techniques are the primary defense against design erosion.
Incorporating variability increases the amount of requirements the software can be adapted
to at the price of increased complexity. Unbridled incorporation of variability is therefore not
recommended. However, in combination with management and assessment processes such
as described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, techniques such as described in this thesis may be
an effective tool in delaying design erosion. 

� In order to further address design erosion, it should be possible to undo or change any
design decision. The current methods, techniques and representations used in software
engineering prevent this due to the fact they do not have first class representations for
design decisions and due to the fact that important design information is lost between
development phases.

� An approach based on architectural separation of concerns constructed to address the pre-
vious issue is outlined in Chapter 10. The notation presented in this chapter (based on UML
activity diagrams), enables developers to rearrange architectural components and impose
new behavior on existing components.
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tion we make in Chapter 9, is that many software projects, even ambi-
tious projects, erode to a point where large parts of code or even the
entire code need to be replaced. Apparently, the repeated incorporation of
new, unexpected requirements erodes the design. 

By evolving an object oriented framework (based on the system described
in Chapter 3) in several versions it is shown how subsequent requirement
changes require fundamental changes to the design. In an industrial set-
ting, such changes are generally not feasible because of the cost that is
involved. Instead, developers may opt for a quick fix or slight abuse of
the existing design in order to add new functionality. In our case study,
we show how such design decisions have a cumulative effect and how
subsequent decisions depend on earlier ones. 

Consequently a requirement change that affects one of the earlier design
decisions, also affects all subsequent dependent design decisions. This
eroding effect is cumulative and eventually requirement changes may
become so hard to implement that either the system needs to be replaced
or it needs to be redesigned.

RQ 3.2 Why do so many software projects suffer from the consequences of
design erosion?

In order to prevent or delay design erosion, it is important to understand
why it occurs and how it works. As is demonstrated in our case study in
Chapter 9, design decisions imposed on a system during its evolution
have a cumulative effect and may conflict with future requirements. Since
it is impossible to predict all future requirements, even a development
strategy that is aimed at getting the most optimal design, may not pre-
vent design erosion. By definition, such a strategy cannot take into
account unforeseen changes in requirements. Eventually any evolving
software project will encounter unforeseen requirements and conse-
quently all software projects are vulnerable to the effects of design ero-
sion.

RQ 3.3 What type of design changes are the most damaging?

As pointed out under RQ 1.4 and RQ 2.2, changes that affect the architec-
ture or design of a system may have a large impact on derived systems.
Since architectural design decisions are taken early in the development
process, many subsequent design decisions are depending on such deci-
sions. Therefore, developers are reluctant to make architectural changes
because that is likely to affect large parts of a system. This can both be
costly and time-consuming. Any approach to address RQ 3 therefore will
have to include a strategy to either avoid or ease this type of change.

RQ 3.4 What can be done to limit the impact of such damaging changes?

Chapter 10 forms the first step in a top down approach aimed at making
disruptivechanges such as described under RQ 3.3 less disruptive. In this
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chapter, we focus on architectural design decisions (which, as we argued
under RQ 3.3, are the most damaging). However, the approach would
need to be extended to detailed design, implementation and ultimately
run-time to adequately address the issue. 

The idea of our approach is that design erosion is caused because of the
inability to undo design decisions taken earlier. As argued in Chapter 9,
design decisions have a cumulative effect. When new requirements are
imposed on an architecture, the situation may arise that one of the earlier
design decisions no longer is optimal and may need to be revised. For
instance, during architecture design a certain decomposition into archi-
tecture components and their relations is created. Editing this structure in
a diagram is relatively simple. However, if the architecture has an imple-
mentation, deleting an arrow in its corresponding architecture diagram
may have an enormous impact on the implementation. Effectively this
makes such architectural changes unfeasible in large systems.

Our suggested approach, of which Chapter 10 forms the first step, con-
sists of making the individual design decisions more explicit and allowing
for separation of concerns during all development phases. In addition, it
needs to be possible to go back and forth between the various phases
without losing design information.

In Chapter 10, we present a formal notation for describing architectures.
The notation has three representations: an algebraic form which is used
for describing the semantics, a pseudo code notation which represents
the latter in a more human readable format and a graphical notation
which can be used to communicate designs in an intuitive way. The nota-
tion bears some similarity to UML activity diagrams. In the diagram,
activities are clustered into so-called architecture swim lanes. In UML
these swim lanes are merely a way to make diagrams more readable.
However, in our notation these swim lanes, which we refer to as architec-
ture fragments, have a first class representation. Our notation supports
two types of composition, the normal type where incoming and outgoing
activities are matched and a special one that allows fragments to be
inserted between activities within other fragments. The latter type of
composition is referred to as super imposition. To the best of our knowl-
edge there are no other ADLs that support this type of composition.

Individual fragments and compositions of fragments are reusable and
using the two composition forms they can easily be rewired. Superimposi-
tion even allows us to modify the internals of a fragment (e.g. inserting or
bypassing activities) in a controlled fashion. In Chapter 10 we provide an
example architecture (based on an earlier case study in our research
group) on which several architectural styles [Buschmann et al. 1996] are
applied using the notation.

Theoretically, our approach would address the research question if our
approach would be extended to detailed design, implementation and run-
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time. However, this is currently not the case. As we have outlined earlier,
it merely forms the first step in addressing this question and more work is
needed.

Design erosion is inevitable (RQ 3.2), so it is not possible to prevent design
erosion. However, we can do some things to delay it. The kind of changes that
have the most eroding impact are architecture level changes, to facilitate mak-
ing such changes we have created an architecture design notation that makes it
easy to rearrange architectural fragments.

To address some of the concerns with respect to the validity of the study pre-
sented in Chapter 3, we are currently finishing a case study on design erosion
at a local software company. Preliminary results of this case study confirm
some of the conclusions in Chapter 3.

The overall research question formulated in the introduction was:

Given the fact that new, potentially unexpected requirements will be imposed on a
software system in the future, how can we prepare such a system for the neces-
sary changes?

Now that all research questions have been answered, an answer to this question can be formu-
lated:

In Chapter 9 we have argued that all systems eventually are exposed to design erosion. So,
ultimately, it is not possible to prepare a system for unexpected requirement changes. How-
ever, that does not mean that nothing can be done. This thesis makes several contributions
that may help prepare a software system for likely changes and may limit the impact of both
expected and unexpected changes. 

We have presented guidelines for building flexible and reusable guidelines; argued the impor-
tance of managing variability and presented a taxonomy of techniques from which appropriate
technical solutions can be picked. These contributions form the first two parts of this
thesis. Together these contributions may be used to prepare software systems for expected or
likely changes. The last part first reflects on design erosion and then identifies a number of
potential causes. In addition, an approach to addressing some of these issues is outlined in
Chapter 10. 

2 Contributions
In this section, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis. 

2.1 Part I - Object Oriented Frameworks

� In Chapter 3, we make a strong case for the use of blackbox frameworks. Our analysis of a
commonly applied whitebox solution, i.e. the state pattern [Gamma et al. 1995], provides
an overview of the disadvantages of this approach. 
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3 Future work and open issues
A characteristic of any research is that in addition to providing answers to research questions it
raises new questions. This thesis is no different in that respect. Also because it consists of indi-
vidually published work, each chapter gives rise to potential future work that is only partially
addressed in subsequent chapters. We will only summarize the major open issues here.

� Empirical validation. As argued in the introduction, the research field of software engineer-
ing needs to work in an empirical fashion. Much of the work in this thesis can be character-
ized as qualitative, exploratory empirical research. We use and refer to industrial cases
frequently. However, a recurring topic in the various future work sections of the individual
chapters is the need for more empirical validation, preferably of a quantitative nature, to
further strengthen our conclusions. A weakness of this thesis is that this additional empiri-
cal validation is still lacking. However, some of these issues are currently being addressed
in our research group. For instance, there are two Ph. D. students in our research group
that are currently conducting surveys and case studies that are related to variability. In
addition, an industrial case study on design erosion has been conducted. The article about
this study however has not yet been finished and will not be included in this thesis.

� Quantitative studies. Most of our empirical work is of a qualitative nature. Quantitative case
studies that can confirm our conclusions is of course desirable. However, because such
studies may require substantial effort and commitment from the involved parties, the feasi-
bility of this type of studies is limited. However, quantitative studies may be a future option
when we are ready to validate approaches such as outlined in Chapter 10.

� Extension of the approach in Chapter 10. In Chapter 10, we present the first step in an
overall approach for addressing the issue of preventing/delaying design erosion. However,
this approach needs to be extended to detailed design, implementation and ultimately run-
time. Currently, research efforts in that direction are under consideration in our research
group. However, these efforts are not likely to result in concrete contributions within the
timeframe of this thesis. 

� Integrating our notations with UML. Two different notations are introduced in this thesis
(i.e. our feature diagram notation and our architecture notation). Although both are based
on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [@OMG], they are not part of UML. To further pop-
ularize their use, they should be made UML compliant so that support for these notations
can be added to UML development tools. 

4 Concluding remarks
In this thesis the results of four years of research into software engineering has been pre-
sented. This research has resulted in a number of journal and conference articles as well as a
book chapter (see Chapter 2). Part of this work has also been part of the so-called licentiate
thesis which has been defended February 2001 at the Blekinge Institute of Technology. The
work presented in this thesis is a continuation of, and builds on the research presented in that
thesis.




